FINAL REPORT OF THE PROYECTO FINAL for HISP 205:

The HISP205 Final Project Report has 2 parts:

*Part One* is narrated in Spanish and is created via Voicethread (the link to the project is emailed to me)

*Part Two* is written in English as a .doc and is emailed to me.

**PART I: In SPANISH**

Narrate in Spanish the most significant aspects of your final project.

Choose items from your blog (screen shots and uploaded images) and incorporate them into a Voicethread which you will then narrate. These items must have appeared on your HISP 205 blog between February 7th and May 13th

Your narration should showcase your spoken ability with the Spanish language (namely, various tenses, and any new vocab, phrases, concepts, and modismos [slang] you have learned). It should include the following, with different images from your blog to illustrate each point:

- Explain your goals and aspirations at the beginning of the term. Explain any changes you have made in your project goals along the way and why you made them.
- Give an example of an obstacle you encountered and how you overcame it.
- Give an example or a risk you took and its consequence.
- Describe something that surprised you during your project.
- Give an example of a moment of success in your project.
- Tell a story about one of the conversations you had with a Spanish speaker as part of your project.
- What are the next steps for you as a Spanish speaker?

Do NOT read from a prepared script. You may, however, use limited notes to assist you.

You can record your narration as many times as you like. Because your project exists in the “cloud” you can return to it whenever you wish from any networked computer (with a microphone)

Robin (our intrepid TA) is willing and able to help you practice your narration during Reading Period. If you would like her help, please ask.
PART TWO: in ENGLISH

Talk about what you learned via your project this semester.

In 250-(English) words or less: (you can answer these in any order you wish)

-- Did you achieve (any of) your (language) goals for your project? If yes, explain and give examples. If not, explain why.
-- Describe a conversation you had with a Spanish speaker as a part of this project (use a different conversation from the one you mentioned in your Spanish narration). What did you learn about yourself as a Spanish speaker through that conversation?
-- What would you do differently if you had to do this all over again?
-- What grade do you deserve on your final project, and why?

DEADLINES & EMAIL:

Email part 1 to me as a link, and email part 2 to me as a a separate attachment. The deadline is 9 pm. on Thursday May 19th.

Please be attentive to your oberlin.edu email account until 5/22 in case I have a problem accessing your materials.

I will email each of you by 6 p.m. on Sunday 5/22 with my comments.